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Abstract: -  In this paper a NURBS path generator (on the plane XY) is proposed to be developed for those 
CNC machine tools and robot which are Open Source or Opening Architecture. The goal is to use simple and 
efficient techniques to manufacture geometries which are very complex, whose main feature is the presence of 
free-form surfaces and contours. To reach this goal, the NURBS path generator has been optimized in order to 
enable the user to select among three different options to generate the tool path, using a specific parameter. The 
three options are respectively called “NURBS interpolation with constant increments of u parameter” (NICU), 
“NURBS interpolation with constant displacement increments by linear motion”(NICL), “ NURBS interpolation 
with constant displacement increments by circular motion” (NICC). The NURBS path generator has been 
implemented for an Open Source Numerical Control (LinuxCNC) in order to evaluate its efficiency, by 
simulations and experimental tests, in terms of computational complexity, comparison between the trajectory 
covered and the path programmed, capability to follow speed and path trends. 
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1 Introduction 
In modern manufacturing, machining is mainly 
focused either on the production of mold for 
mechanical and aerospace components or on that 
one of biomedical devices; however, at the same 
time, it can be employed for finishing operation at 
the end of a production process of any mechanical 
element: these are the reasons why the development 
of systems which make it possible high-speed and 
precise manufacturing has become one of the main 
interests of researching activities. 
For many years commercial and Open Source 
Computer Aided Design systems have been offering 
the possibility of creating bidimensional and 
tridimensional surfaces or curves (both analytical 
ones and free-form ones). Among techniques which 
are employed for the drawing and the design of 
surfaces and curves, the NURBS (Non-Uniform 
Rational B-Spline) parametric formulation is widely 
used: in fact the flexibility, the precision and the 
simplicity of this kind of drafting enables one to 
work complex geometries and to modify their shape 
locally.  
In the recent years Computer Aided Manufacturing 
systems and some high performance Computer 
Numerical Control ones have been employing 
NURBS parametric formulation to describe and to 
create tool paths, offering the possibility of using 

NURBS interpolation. 
However in many conventional CNC machine tools 
there are only linear and circular path interpolators 
(i.e. linear and circular interpolation functions): 
therefore this can be considered an evident limit.  In 
fact, when it is necessary to manufacture a complex 
model, such as, for example, the mold of a car door 
or the spirals of a scroll compressor, since these 
profiles are irregular (they are, without a doubt, pre-
form surfaces and profiles) the CAM system is 
obliged to approximate the real curve with a tool 
path composed by a series of many segments and 
arcs. However this method doesn’t always enable 
one to create a manufactured surface exactly 
coinciding with that one of the CAD; in addition to 
this, it can cause a poor quality surface finishing as 
a consequence of frequent variations of tool feed 
rate, so it could be different from that one 
programmed before.  
However, if the CNC, which is present in the 
machine tool, have an open architecture (as Open 
Source), it enables anyone has adequate knowledge 
to study and modify the source code in order to 
implement a tool path generator which satisfies the 
desired requirements. 
In this paper, it is shown a NURBS path generator 
(on the plane XY) for manufacturing of complex 
curves which can be considered suitable for this 
kind of application. In particular, the developed 
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NURBS path generator has been implemented for 
the LinuxCNC, an Open Source Numerical Control. 
This has enabled one to evaluate its efficiency in 
terms of computational complexity, precision of the 
covered trajectory compared with the path 
programmed, capability to follow the feed rate 
trend. 
The algorithms, on which the NURBS path 
generator is based, have been developed considering 
the interpolation methods of NURBS path shown in 
literature [1-5]. 
In particular, it has been considered De-Boor’s 
algorithm for the parametric NURBS representation 
[6-9]. 
 
 

2 LinuxCNC 
LinuxCNC [3,10] is a software which enables one to 
transform a common Personal Computer into 
numerical control for machine tools such as milling 
machines and lathes, taking advantage of Real Time 
extensions of Linux operating system. 
The main feature of LinuxCNC software is to be 
Open Source and Open Architecture. This enables 
one to download free (on the website 
http://www.linuxcnc.org), to study and to modify 
the source code: therefore, it is possible to 
implement new functions or to improve available 
ones adding new codes. 
When it is necessary to manufacture a mechanical 
component, the current LinuxCNC version enables 
one to choose only one of the following working 
options: linear interpolation, circular interpolation, 
NURBS interpolation, standard working cycles for 
holes and pockets. 
If the mechanical component is characterized by 
free-form surfaces and profiles, using the NURBS 
interpolation can be certainly considered the right 
choice.  
However the current NURBS interpolation method 
doesn’t always follow these conditions: 
• the correspondence between manufactured 
surface and that one drawn by CAD software; 
• the capability of working with a programmed 
feed rate; 
• the presence of elaboration time (required for the 
creation of tool path) which can be considered 
adequate for complex NURBS curves.  
Therefore, these operating conditions don’t enable 
one to manufacture easily and efficiently very 
complex geometries characterized by free-form 
surfaces and profiles. 
 
 

3 NURBS Path Generation 
 
 
3.1 Mathematical NURBS formulation 
The NURBS (Not Uniform Rational B-Spline) 
formulation is a parametric representation of curves 
and surfaces, both analytical ones and free-form 
ones [5-6]. 
A NURBS curve is defined when it is possible to 
establish: 
• A set of n+1 control points; 
• A weight for each control point which isn’t 
negative; 
• The degree of the curve p. 
By means of the following expression and the 
previous parameters, it can be defined a vector, 
called U and formed by  m+1 elements: 
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The elements of knot vector are a growing series of 
real numbers which can be not recursive or  not 
uniform, i.e.: 
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The knot vector is defined not uniform because 
there are knots which repeat themselves inside it. 
The aim of the repeated knots is to make NURBS 
curve pass through the first and last control point; 
moreover they make the extremities of the curve be 
tangent to control polygon and, at the same time, 
they define a curve segment. 
The parametric equation of a p degree NURBS 
curve on the plane x – y is: 
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where u is the curve parameter defined in the range 
],[ 0 muu  (the first element and the last one of knot 

vector), Ri,p (u) is the p-degree rational function, 
while Ni,p (u) is the p-degree B-Spline function 
calculated by the use of a recursive expression of 
lower degree functions. 
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The B-Spline zero degree basic function Ni,0 (u) is a 
step function which has the following mathematical 
expression: 
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The ui values are elements of U knot vector.  
Changing the u value from u0 to um in the equation 
(1), it is possible to calculate the coordinates of all 
the points belonging to the curve. 
The main advantages of NURBS parametric 
formulation can be summarized in the possibility of 
modifying locally the shape of the curve by 
changing the position of the control points Pi, the p 
degree, the wi weights, the U knot vector. 
 
 
3.2 Operating principle of NURBS path 
generator 
The NURBS path generator has to transform 
instructions which describe the tool path in NURBS 
format and are reported in the part-program, into 
position commands for the Servo Control Loop 
System (loop control of the servo drive of the axis): 
this device, in its turn, at regular time intervals, 
transforms these commands into displacement ones 
for each servo-motor controlling motion of axes; 
displacement commands are electrical impulses 
whose cumulative number causes both the 
displacement and the rate by which tool moves 
forward along that axis at those time intervals. The 
goal is to set the motions of the controlled axes in 
order to move the tool along the path which, step by 
step, corresponds to the NURBS programmed one.  
Therefore, NURBS interpolation is carried out 
following a temporal method which is, at the same 
time, incremental: the consequence is that the 
NURBS path is created as a series of displacements. 
Considering C(uk) as the command position at the 
time (Tk), during the temporal increment, the tool is 
moving forward in order to reach, at the time Tk+1, 
the following command position C(uk+1). 

 
Fig. 1- NURBS interpolation 

 
To set the coordinates of the points to interpolate, it 
can take advantage of the parametric expression of 
the curve which has to be created: this is possible by 
changing the value attributed to u parameter from u0 
to um (respectively the first element and the last one 
of the knot vector) 
 

3.3 The NURBS path generator developed 
The proposed NURBS path generator has been 
developed considering the following basic 
principles: 

• A part program is given to the CNC: it contains 
the tool path described in the NURBS format of 
FANUC numerical control. The goal is to take 
advantage of a CAM software which is able to 
generate a part program containing the 
commands which describe the tool path in 
NURBS format used by numerical control 
mentioned before  [11-12]. 

• It is possible to generate the tool path using the 
NURBS parametric formulation (it is employed 
the De Boor’s algorithm to calculate the 
coordinates of the next positions which have to 
be implemented) [13-17]. 

• To generate the next command positions for the 
Servo Loop Control System (i.e. the next 
displacement commands) it takes advantage of 
linear interpolation function or the circular one 
(there are both linear interpolation functions and 
circular ones in any CNC). The indirect 
consequence is that the tool path will be 
approximated either by a series of linear 
segments or by a series of bi-arcs [3-4, 18-25]. 

• To reduce processing time which is necessary to 
create the tool path, after the acquiring of the 
command pack in which is programmed the 
NURBS curve, it happens automatically the 
subdivision of this one in segments characterized 
by a number of control points (<3*grade) of the 
NURBS (the subdivision is recursively carried 
out using the De Boor’s subdivision algorithm). 
Then each segment of the curve of NURBS 
curve is singularly elaborated to generate the tool 
path. 

• All calculations needed to define the tool path 
are carried out in pre-elaboration phase (offline). 
The goal is to reduce the time computational 
complexity during the real time work phase 
which will take place in real time [26-31]. 

Moreover the NURBS path generator has been 
developed in order to enable the user to select 
among three different options to generate the tool 
path, using  a parameter. 

• The first option approximates the path 
programmed with a tool path composed by a 
series of bi-arcs; so, the coordinates of the 
points interpolated by such bi-arcs are 
calculated setting constant increments of u 
parameter. 

• The second one approximates the path 
programmed with a tool path composed by a 
series of bi-arcs, but the coordinates of the 
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points interpolated by such bi-arcs are 
calculated setting constant increments of 
displacement. 

• The third one approximates the path 
programmed with a tool path composed by a 
series of linear segments but, as in the previous 
case, the coordinates of the points interpolated 
by such linear segments are calculated setting 
constant increments of displacement. 

The three options of NURBS interpolation are 
respectively called: 
a) NURBS interpolation by constant increments of u 

parameter - (NICU),  
b) NURBS interpolation by constant displacement 

increments and linear motion - (NICL),  
c) NURBS interpolation by constant displacement 

increments and circular motion - (NICC). 
When the NURBS interpolation is carried out 
setting constant increments of u parameter, the issue 
is that the optimal dimension of ∆u increment is 
unknown; moreover along the curve, ∆u increments 
don’t correspond to displacement increments (∆s). 
Adopting this method, it is possible to find the 
following anomalies: 

• If ∆u is too small, the elaboration time will be 
inadequate; 

• If ∆u is too large, there will be an inadequate 
precision of the generated path in comparison 
with the programmed path; 

• If ∆s isn’t an integer multiple of V*∆T, the feed 
rate of the tool will be different from that one 
programmed. In fact, because of ∆T  is constant, 
if the length of the bi-arc isn’t an integer multiple 
of the factor V*∆T, the last segment of the bi-arc 
(whose length is ss ∆≠∆ ' ) will be interpolated 
with a different rate in comparison with that one 

programmed ( V
T

s

T

s
V =

∆
∆≠

∆
∆= '

' ).  

On the contrary, if the NURBS interpolation is 
carried out setting constant displacement 
increments, the dimension of  ∆u increment is set so 
that the displacement increment ∆s is integer 
multiple of the product V*∆T. Therefore the 
parameter uuu kk ∆+=+1 is calculated by inverse 

ratio of length function.  
Adopting this strategy, you get the following 
advantages:  

• The feedrate V by which the tool moves from the 
position to in the time ∆T will coincide to that 
one programmed; 

• Compared with the path programmed, the 
precision of that one generated will depend on 
the value of ∆s. Given that ∆s=V*∆T, it is 

possible to get the standard of precision wanted 
adopting a suitable value of V.   

Regarding the inverse ratio of the length function, 
its analytic expression is unknown and, for this 
reason, in the range characterized by each element 
of knot vector, its trend is approximated by a third 
degree polynomial.  

)4()()()()()( 1
22
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4 Simulation and Tests 
The purpose of simulations and tests has been that 
one to confirm the ideas which are at the base of 
NURBS interpolation techniques proposed, to 
underline possible errors of the algorithm 
implemented, to make a comparison in order to 
evaluate the efficiency in terms of computational 
complexity (elaboration time), precision of the path 
covered compared with that one programmed and 
capability of following the feed rate programmed 
[32-33]. To complete the check, some milling 
manufacturing was performed by a machine tool, 
RM-MiniMill. 
 

 
Fig. 2 - Curve Butterfly machining 

 
Milling manufacturing is characterized by incisions, 
whose shape could be both analytic and arbitrary. 

Table 1 - Processing times [s] 
 

NURBS 

Order 

Control  

Points 

Current 

LinuxCNC 
NICU NICC NICL 

4 13 0.31 <0.01 0.12 0.1 

5 32 1.94 0.01 0.3 0.29 

5 50 7.72 0.04 0.65 0.54 

4 119 112.2 0.05 0.65 0.63 

4 231 884.9 0.11 1.19 1.12 

6 589 ∞ 0.38 15.8 14.0 
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Table 2 
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Table 3 - Feedrate error (in %) for Butterfly
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Table 2 - Feedrate error (in %) for Trident curve 
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In Tab. 1 the processing times needed to generate 
the tool path are shown, using a Personal Computer 
with a Mobile AMD Sempron Processor 3400+ and 
2 GB RAM.  
The NURBS interpolator has been evaluated with 2 
test curves widely adopted in literature
Trident [31] and Butterfly [26], with part program 
reported in Fig. 3 and Fig.4 respectively
 

Fig. 3 - Part program for Trident c

 

The  Tab. 2 and 3 report the trends of rate errors as 

percent value


 −
=

com

com

V

VV
Err%

increasing in feedrate commanded and with the 
change in the path programmed.  

The result of the comparison underlines that 
whereas the NURBS interpolation method of the 
current LinuxCNC software version gets into crisis 
with curves having more than 100 control points, on 
the contrary all three NURBS interpolation methods 
proposed take elaboration times which are more 
than acceptable, even with NURBS curves having 
more than 500 control points.  
In particular the NURBS interpolation method with 
constant increments of the u paramet
considered more acceptable in all that applications 
when reducing elaboration times is the main need.  
Moreover, if the NURBS interpolation is carried out 
setting constant displacement increments, the 
average error of feedrate is practica
both with the increasing in the feedrate commanded 
and with the change in the tool path programmed.

processing times needed to generate 
, using a Personal Computer 

with a Mobile AMD Sempron Processor 3400+ and 

evaluated with 2 
widely adopted in literature, called 

with part program 
respectively. 

 
or Trident curve 

port the trends of rate errors as 





with the 

commanded and with the 

The result of the comparison underlines that 
whereas the NURBS interpolation method of the 
current LinuxCNC software version gets into crisis 
with curves having more than 100 control points, on 

ntrary all three NURBS interpolation methods 
proposed take elaboration times which are more 
than acceptable, even with NURBS curves having 

In particular the NURBS interpolation method with 
constant increments of the u parameter is the choice 
considered more acceptable in all that applications 
when reducing elaboration times is the main need.   
Moreover, if the NURBS interpolation is carried out 
setting constant displacement increments, the 
average error of feedrate is practically negligible 

rate commanded 
programmed.  

Fig. 4 - Part program for Butterfly

 
On the contrary, if the interpolation is carried out 
setting constant increments of u parameter, the 
average error of feedrate can become not negligible 

 

 
Part program for Butterfly curve 

 
On the contrary, if the interpolation is carried out 
setting constant increments of u parameter, the 
average error of feedrate can become not negligible 
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for high values of feedrate and, above all, if the tool 
path programmed is characterized by continuous 
and rapid changes of direction. This means an 
inadequate finishing of manufacturing surface.  

 
 

5 Conclusion 
By tests performed, you can underline advantages 
and disadvantages of the three NURBS interpolation 
methods proposed. The final result is that it doesn’t 
exist a NURBS interpolation method which is better 
than other ones, but the choice about which one has 
to be adopted will depend by the following aspects: 
• standard of precision by which you want to 
create the tool path; 
• feedrate by which you want to perform the 
manufacturing; 
• computing capacity of the PC. 
On the basis of the results achieved, you can 
conclude that if the computing capabilities of the PC 
employed are limited, it is convenient to adopt a 
NURBS interpolation method with constant 
increments of u parameter; on the contrary, if you 
want to have high precision of the path covered in 
comparison with that one programmed and you 
want to manufacture using middle feedrate which is 
near to the value programmed, it will be convenient 
to adopt one of the two methods which carries out 
the interpolation setting constant increments of 
displacement. In particular, using feedrates upper 
than 300 mm/min, the NURBS interpolation with 
constant increments by circular motion seems to be 
more efficacious (above all if you want to avoid the 
segmentation of the tool path); instead, using 
feedrate lower than 300 mm/min, it is convenient 
the NURBS interpolation with constant increments 
of displacement by linear motion.  
For this reasons, the choice about which NURBS 
interpolation method has to be employed to generate 
the tool path depends by the user who will choose 
that one which will satisfy his needs.  
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